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ABSTRACT

In many applications of functional oxides originally homogeneous materials are exposed to gradients in the chemical potential

of oxygen. Prominent examples are solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) or oxygen permeation membranes (OPMs). Other thermodynamic

potential gradients are gradients of electrical potential, temperature or uni-axial pressure. The applied gradients act as generalized

thermodynamic forces and induce directed fluxes of the mobile components. These fluxes may lead to three basic degradation

phenomena of the materials, which are kinetic demixing, kinetic decomposition, and morphological instabilities.
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1. Introduction

onversion of energy from chemically stored energy to

electrical energy and clean combustion of fossil fuels

belong to the most challenging tasks of our modern society.

Important technologies in both fields are Solid Oxide Fuel

Cells (SOFCs)1) and Oxygen Permeation Membranes (OPMs).2)

In both cases an oxide (being a solid electrolyte for SOFCs

and a mixed ionic electronic conductor for OPMs) is exposed

to an external oxygen potential gradient that drives oxygen

ions (SOFC) or the chemical component oxygen (OPM) through

the oxide. Degradation phenomena that appear as a result

of the applied oxygen potential gradient, the resulting fluxes

of ions and electrons, and the following compositional changes

are crucial for the long-term stability and lifetime of the devices.

There are, of course many more applications where an originally

homogeneous material is exposed to a thermodynamic potential

gradient, which can be a gradient of temperature, chemical

potential of one or more elements, electrical potential or uni-

axial pressure. Examples are tarnishing layers on metallic

materials3,4) which act as corrosion protection, thermal barrier

coatings5) acting as heat shield, or electronic devices such as

Multi Layered Ceramic Capacitors (MLCCs) exposed to high

voltages.6) The applied gradients act as a generalized ther-

modynamic forces, and induce directed fluxes of the mobile

components. These fluxes can lead to three basic degradation

phenomena of the materials.

i. During so-called kinetic demixing the multicomponent

material, which was originally chemically homogeneous,

becomes chemically inhomogeneous.

ii. During so-called kinetic decomposition the formation of

new phases may take place, i.e. the initially single phase

material may decompose into new phases.

iii. The original morphology of the material may become

unstable and a new morphology may be established

(morphological instability).

It must be emphasized that all three phenomena have a

purely kinetic origin, i.e. if the applied thermodynamic potential

gradient is removed the directed fluxes will disappear, and

due to diffusion processes the material will become again

homogeneous, the new phases will disappear, and the new

morphology may become unstable and the old one may be

re-established.

In this article, some theoretical considerations on the thermo-

dynamics and kinetics of the above degradation processes as

well as experimental results for model systems will be reviewed.

This review is based on more comprehensive treatments in

references.7,8) The class of materials will be limited to oxides.

Due to their physical and chemical properties oxides are used

in many technical applications, such as tarnishing layers on

metallic alloys,3) ZrO2-layers in thermal barrier coatings,5)

Y2-O3-doped ZrO2 (YSZ) being the solid electrolyte and

(La,Sr)MnO3-δ being the cathode material in solid oxide fuel

cells (SOFC)9) or (Ba,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ as mixed conductor in

oxygen separation membranes.2)

To discuss the very principle of electrochemical potential

gradient induced degradation, we will consider here quasi-

binary oxides, (A1-xBx)O. These oxides have four thermodynamic

degrees of freedom, which are the pressure, p, the temperature,

T, the composition, x, and the chemical potential of oxygen,

= + R T ln(pO2/p
0) (pO2 is the oxygen partial pressure

and p0 = 1 bar the standard pressure). If such an oxide is

exposed to a chemical potential gradient (without any gradient

in total pressure, p, or temperature, T), e.g. to an oxygen
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potential gradient, then gradients of the chemical potentials

of the chemical components A and B are induced as a conse-

quence of the Gibbs-Duhem relation, xAdµA + xBdµB + xOdµO =

0 (Fig. 1(a)). These thermodynamic forces generate fluxes of

all mobile components, i.e. cations, A2+ and B2+, oxygen ions,

O2-, and electrons, e', and electron holes, h•, Cations and oxygen

ions are assumed to be mobile by means of vacancies Vcation

and VO in the respective sublattices, and the corresponding

fluxes are coupled, j(A2+) + j(B2+) + j(Vcation) = 0 and j(O2-) +

j(VO) = 0 (Fig. 1(b)). We note that oxygen only permeates

through the oxide from the high to the low oxygen potential

side (depending on the magnitude of the electronic transference

number) and does not cause any direct degradation (Fig. 1(b)).

The situation is, however, different concerning the transport

of cations. If cations and cation vacancies arrive at the crystal

surfaces chemical reactions have to take place. At the high-pO2

side, cations, A2+ (and B2+), are oxidized by oxygen, O2(g), from

the gas phase, and cation vacancies, Vcation, and new lattice

molecules, AO (and BO), of the oxide are produced. At the low-pO2

side a reduction takes place, i.e. cation vacancies are annihi-

lated, and oxide molecules are reduced to cations and oxygen.

A2+ + O2(gas) + 2e' Vcation + AO,

B2+ + O2(gas) + 2e' Vcation + BO

As a consequence of these reactions both oxide surfaces

shift to the side of higher oxygen potential with a velocity

vsurface. If both cations have different mobilities, the originally

homogeneous oxide will become inhomogeneous, as depicted

in Fig. 1(b). The faster of the two components A and B becomes

enriched at the high-pO2 side while the slower component is

left behind and becomes enriched at the low-pO2 side (kinetic

demixing). In summary, the external oxygen potential gradient

causes: (a) a directed flux of cation vacancies, j(Vcation) = -j(A2+)

-j(B2+), from the high to the low oxygen potential side of the

oxide, (b) a drift motion of both crystal surfaces towards the

high-pO2 side, and (c) demixing of the cations with enrichment

of the faster cation at the high-pO2 side. The demixing will

start at the crystal surfaces, and after some time a steady

state will be reached where both crystal surfaces move with

the same, constant velocity, and the demixing profile has

become stationary (relative to the moving surfaces).

The paper is organized as follows: In chapter 2 the formal

treatment of steady state demixing in a general electrochemical

potential gradient will be reviewed. Chapter 3 treats demixing

in an oxygen potential gradient. At first homovalent solid

solutions and then heterovalently doped oxides will be con-

sidered. The important cases of oxygen ion conductors and

mixed oxygen ion and electronic conductors will be discussed

separately. Finally, in chapter 4 the morphological stability

of the surfaces and pore motion will be treated.

2. Formal Treatment of Steady State Demixing 
in an Electrochemical Potential Gradient

According to linear, irreversible thermodynamics10) the

driving forces for the motion of charged species (index k)

are the gradients of their electrochemical potentials, ηk =

µk + zk·F·Φ, where µk is the chemical potential, zk the charge

number, F Faraday’s constant, and Φ the electric potential.

The corresponding equations for cations,  and ,

and electrons, e' , and electron holes, h•, are:

     (k, l = , , e', h•) (2) 

The quantities Lkl are the Onsager transport coefficients.19)

In the steady state, both cations are moving with the same

velocity, vstat, relative to the immobile oxygen sublattice of the

oxide. Since the fluxes can always be written as the product

of a velocity and a concentration, jk = v·ck, the steady state

condition is given by:

(3)

From Eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain the ‘demixing equation’

that relates the two forces ∇µA and ∇µB (corresponding to

the chemical components A →← + zAe' and B →←  zB+·e'),

and the force on the electrons, ∇η(e') (due to the internal

electronic equilibrium we have ∇η(e') +∇η(h•) = 0):

∇µB = Ψ·∇µA−Γ·∇η(e') (4) 

The functions Ψ and Γ are given by 
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Fig. 1. Schematic experimental setup of an oxide that is exposed
to an oxygen potential gradient. (a) Chemical potential
gradients of the chemical components A, B, and O. (b)
Fluxes of cations, A2+ and B2+, cation vacancies, V

cation
,

oxygen ions, O2-, oxygen vacancies, VO, and electrons,
e'. Also shown are the demixing profile of the faster
component A and the shift of the crystal surfaces moving
with the velocity vsurface.
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(5)

where  and  are the so-called effective charges of A

and B: 

(6)

The effective charges contain the diagonal coefficients and

the cross-coefficients of the Onsager transport matrix. The

former describe the direct influence of the forces while the

latter express the flux coupling between different mobile

components. For example, LAB describes the flux of  due

to the force ∇η( ) (see Eq. (2)), and, because of the

Onsager relation, LAB = LBA, also the opposite effect, i.e. the

flux of  due to the force ∇η( ). This means, that the

difference between the effective charges, zi

eff, and the formal

charges, zi, has a purely kinetic origin.11)

3. Steady State Demixing in an
Oxygen Potential Gradient

If only an external oxygen potential gradient is applied there

will be no net electric current, i, through the oxide (ambipolar

diffusion). Then, the gradient of the electrochemical potential of

the electrons in Eq. (4), ∇η(e') , can be computed from the

condition i = 0. As long as the oxide under consideration is a

good semiconductor, the transport coefficients of electrons

and electron holes are much larger than all other transport

coefficients, Lee, Lhh >> Lii, and the corresponding forces are

approximately zero, ∇η(e') = ∇η(h•) ≈ 0. Thus, the demixing

equation (4) simplifies to ∇µB = Ψ∇µA, and only the parameter

Ψ determines the demixing behavior. Kinetic demixing induced

by an external electric potential gradient will not be discussed

in this article, but we note that the parameter Γ in Eq. (4)

then becomes important.12,13)

3.1. Homovalent solid solutions

In a homovalent solid solution of AO and BO the Onsager

cross coefficients may be neglected and the diagonal coefficients

are given by Lkk = Dkck/RT (Dk and ck are the diffusion coefficient

and concentration of species k), Ψ in Eq. (5) simplifies to Ψ =

DA/DB, and the demixing equation (4) to ∇µB = (DA/DB)∇µA.

Using the equilibria A + ½O
2
(g) ←→ AO and B + ½O

2
(g) ←→ BO

and as-suming an ideal solid solution of AO and BO, we obtain ∇
µA + ½∇µO2 = ∇µAO = RT ∇ln xA (xA is the molar fraction of A)

and an analogous expression for B, ∇µB + ½∇µO2 = ∇
µBO = RT ∇ln xB.

With these relations Eq. (4) can finally be written as:

(7)

Eq. (7) shows that the ratio DA/DB determines whether

there is kinetic demixing (∇xA ≠ 0) and at which side of the

oxide component A becomes enriched . If both components

have the same diffusion coefficient, DA/DB = 1, there will be

no demixing, ∇xA =0. If DA/DB > 1 (A is the faster component),

∇xA has the same sign as the oxygen potential gradient,

, i.e. A becomes enriched at the high-pO2 side. If, on the

other hand, B is the faster component, DA/DB < 1, A becomes

enriched at the low-pO2 side. As shown first by Schmalzried

et al.,14) the demixing profile is then obtained by integration

of Eq. (7) with appropriate boundary conditions. The resulting

theoretical demixing profiles are in good agreement with the

experimentally found demixing profiles in the solid solution

CoO-MgO where Co is the faster component. As expected,

strong enrichment of Co was found at the high-pO2 side of

the material.

3.2. Heterovalently doped oxides

In a heterovalently doped oxide AO that is e.g. doped with

B2O3, the positive excess charge of the dopant cation B3+

(compared to the host cation A2+) may result in the formation

of charge compensating cation vacancies, Vcation. Then the

oxide solid solution, (A1-xBx)O, can no longer be treated as an

ideal solution. As shown in detail in Ref.,7) in a dilute oxide,

A1-xBxO (x << 1), the flux of the dopant, B, can be written as 

jB = -DB·∇ck− (8)

The dimensionless quantity ρ contains all physical correlation

effects and is of the order of 1. Eq. (8) shows that the dopant

flux consists of two terms, a pure diffusion term, -DB∇cB, char-

acterized by the dopant diffusion coefficient, DB (= LBBRT/cB), and

a drift term, that is proportional to the directed vacancy flux,

jvcation. The direction of the drift term, which determines at

which side of the sample the dopant becomes enriched, depends

crucially on the sign and magnitude of the non-diagonal

Onsager coefficient LBA. In heterovalently doped oxides, e.g.

AO(+B2O3), solute-vacancy interactions might result in a

non-vanishing and negative cross term LAB. These interac-

tions are caused by the Coulomb interactions between the

excess charges of the defects and elastic effects.15,11) The

interaction may be weak (as is expected for homovalent dopant

ions) or stronger (for heterovalent dopant ions). If the interaction

is weak, dopant ions and vacancies do not form bound pairs but

drift in opposite directions. For strong attractive interaction,

on the other hand, dopant ions and vacancies form bound pairs,

and the dopant ions drift in the same direction as the vacancies.

This qualitative picture is confirmed by a microscopic diffusion

model that considers nearest-neighbor interactions. The so-called

five-frequency model16) uses five exchange frequencies of

vacancies and ions (Fig. 2): ω0 and ω1 for exchange of vacan-

cies with solvent ions in the pure crystal (i.e. far away from

the dopant ion) and in the nearest neighborhood of the sol-

ute ion; ω3 for vacancy jumps, which dissociate a dopant-

vacancy pair; ω4 which creates a new pair; and ω2 for

exchange of a vacancy and a solute ion.

ω3 and ω4 are coupled by the condition of detailed balance,

ω4/ω3 = exp(-∆gpair/RT ), where ∆gpair is the binding Gibbs

energy of the solute-vacancy pair. Within this model the

ψ
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transport coefficients Lij (i, j = A, B) are known exactly.17) While

the ration LBB/LAA is always positive the ratio LAB/LBB may

become negative for strong dopant-vacancy binding. A

detailed analysis using a defect model for the doped oxide18)

shows that the gradient of the dopant profile, ∇xB, can be

written as

∇ln xB = κ∇ ln pO2  (9)

where κ is again a function of the demixing parameter Ψ in

Eq. (5). The sign of κ decides whether the dopant becomes

enriched at the high-pO2 side (κ > 0) or at the low-pO2 side (κ < 0).

κ depends on the (dimensionless) impurity-vacancy binding

energy, ε = |∆gpair|/RT, and the jump frequency ratio t = ω2/ω0
.

In Fig. 3 the ε-t plane is shown with the boundary line on

which the parameter κ wavishes, thereby separating parameter

regions with enrichment of B at the high- or low-pO2 sides. If

ω2 is large compared to ω0, then κ is positive, but only for

moderate binding energies ε < 1. This mean that the faster

component B enriches at the high-pO2, side as expected. If,

however. the binding energy becomes larger, κ becomes negative

for all values of ω2/ω0
 and B becomes always enriched at the

low-pO2 side. This behavior can be understood as follows: for

large ε the cation vacancy is strongly bound to the dopant,

resulting in a long lifetime of the pair and a negative Onsager

cross coefficient LAB, i.e. the dopant drift flux due to the oxygen

potential gradient is directed to the low - pO2 side, as the cat-

ion vacancy flux (Eq. (8)).

Demixing experiments with Ga2O3-doped CoO18) show

enrichment of Ga at the low oxygen potential side (Fig. 4),

which corresponds to the region κ < 0 in Fig. 3. As tracer diffu-

sion of Ga is slightly slower than that of Co19) this behavior

indicates strong dopant-vacancy binding. The combined analysis

of the tracer diffusion data and the demixing experiment

yields a dopant-vacancy binding energy of ~0.4 eV and a ratio

LCoGa/LGaGa = -1.7, confirming that the drift flux in Eq. (8) is

directed to the low oxygen potential side. 

3.3. Kinetic decomposition

If during the demixing process the stability field of the

material is left, decomposition of the material and the formation

of new phases might take place (kinetic decomposition). First

Schmalzried and Laqua20) observed the formation of a mul-

tiphase layer in the system NiO-TiO2 after exposure of a single

phase NiTiO3-crystal to an oxygen potential gradient. While

(Ni,Ti)O is formed at the high oxygen potential side, TiO2

was found at the low oxygen potential side of the crystal. The

origin of this process is again the difference of the diffusion

coefficients of Ni and Ti in NiTiO3, but now demixing is driven

to the point where the stability field of the oxide is left. Kinetic

decomposition was also found for fayalite, Fe2SiO4, exposed

to an oxygen potential gradient21) (formation of SiO2 and

Fe3O4 at the low respectively high oxygen potential side).

More examples will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.4. Demixing and decomposition in oxides with pre-

vailing oxygen disorder 

Demixing in an oxygen potential gradient might be important

Fig. 2. Five-frequency model of dopant diffusion (grey circle =
matrix cation A, black circle = dopant cation B, open
square = cation vacancy, ω

k
(k = 0-4) = exchange frequen-

cies of vacancies and cations (see text)).

Fig. 4. Demixing profile of Ga in (Co
1-x

Ga
x
)O exposed to an

oxygen potential gradient (T = 1250oC, pO2

left = 10-6 bar,
p
O2

right = 10-5 bar, ∆z = 725 µm, x0

Ga
= 1.85%, t = 38.5 h).18)

Fig. 3. Demixing regions in the ε-t plane for an average dopant
fraction x

B
= 0.02. ε = |∆g

pair
|/R T is the dimension-

less dopant-vacancy binding energy, t = ω
2
/ω

0
, and κ =

dlnxB/dlnpO2.
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also in oxygen ion conductors, such as yttria-doped zirconia

(YSZ) or SrO- and MgO-doped lanthanum gallate (LSGM).

When these oxides are used as electrolytes, e.g., in solid oxide

fuel cells (SOFCs), oxygen ions are driven through the electrolyte

due to the applied oxygen potential gradient, and simultaneously

electrons are flowing through the external circuit. As soon as

the cations, e.g., Zr4+ and Y3+ in YSZ, have different diffusion

coefficients there will be demixing of the electrolyte. The detailed

formal analysis can be found in references.22,23) Since cation

diffusion is very slow in these oxides,24,25) steady state demixing

will be reached only after rather long times. If, for example,

the slowest diffusion coefficient is taken as D = 10-14 cm2s-1,

one obtains 15,000 years for an electrolyte thickness of 1 mm.

However, for a thickness of 10 µm (which is realized in supported

SOFCs26)) the time to reach the steady state is only several years

which is comparable to the desired operating times of SOFCs.

Demixing phenomena are also important in the field of

oxygen permeation membranes2) where oxygen diffusion is

again much faster than cation diffusion. In contrast to SOFCs,

these oxides are mixed ionic electronic conductors (MIEC),

i.e. oxygen diffusion proceeds via ambipolar diffusion of oxygen

ions and electrons (or electron holes). Most oxygen permeation

membranes are composed of oxides that belong to the family

of perovskites ABO3. High oxygen diffusivity is obtained by

heterovalent doping and/or the usage of transition metal

oxides on the B-sites of the perovskite. Prominent examples

are (Ba,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ (BSCF) or (La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3-δ (LSCF).

In principle, the same methods as described above can be

used to analyze the demixing and decomposition behavior of

these materials in an applied oxygen potential gradient. There

are, however, several points that render such a treatment more

difficult for perovskites (A,A’)(B,B’)O3-δ and explain why a

comprehensive treatment is still missing.

i. In a perovskite, there are two cation sublattices, i.e. the

A- and the B-sublattice. Depending on the diffusion

coefficients of A, A’, B and B’, cation demixing may take

place only within the A-sublattice (resulting in demixing

of A and A’), only within the B-sublattice (resulting in

demixing of B and B’), and in both sublattices (resulting

in a change of the cation molecularity, i.e. the ratio

([A]+[A’])/([B]+[B’]).

ii. In many perovskites the understanding of the defect

chemistry is still poor, thus making it rather difficult to

analyze the diffusion properties that depend crucially

on the defect properties in detail and quantitatively.

iii. In most perovskites the stability field is rather small,

i.e. the ratio ([A]+[A’])/([B]+[B’]) can be varied only slightly

around its ideal value of 1. As a consequence, kinetic

decomposition will lead most often to kinetic decomposition.

During this process new phases will appear but also the

morphology of the membrane may change (see next

chapter), rendering a quantitative treatment again more

difficult.

There are several experimental reports on cation demixing

and decomposition of oxides during operation as oxygen per-

meation membrane (OPM). Diethelm et al.27) report on kinetic

decomposition of (La0.6Ca0.4)(Fe0.75Co0.25)O3 (LCFC) that was

used as OPM during partial oxidation of methan at 900oC.

In this relatively high oxygen potential gradient they observed

on both sides of the mebrane strong compositional changes

and the formation of several new phases. In a very recent study,

Wang et al.28) found kinetic demixing and decomposition in

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ oxygen-separation hollow fibre mem-

branes, which were operated under a 0.009/0.21 bar oxygen

partial pressure difference at 950oC up to 5000 h. Kinetic

demixing and decomposition was observed. Secondary-phase

grains were found on the air-side surface of the membranes

after the long-term operation and Co and Fe enrichment as

well as La depletion was found on the surface and in the bulk

at the air side. Surprisingly, the oxygen permeability was

not affected by the kinetic demixing and decomposition of the

material even during long-term operation.

4. Morphological Stability and Pore Motion

In the previous treatment of oxides that are exposed to an

oxygen potential gradient it was assumed that the initially

planar and parallel surfaces of the oxide are morphologically

stable during their motion, i.e. that they do not change their

planar form. Only under these assumptions the diffusion phe-

nomena in an oxygen potential gradient could be treated as

a one-dimensional diffusion problem. Thus, a further degra-

dation process of the material, the morphological stability of the

oxide surfaces, must be considered. A detailed treatment of

the problem can be found in references,29,7) Here only some

important results will be discussed.

The basic situation is shown in Fig. 5 where an oxide is

exposed to an oxygen potential gradient and one surface is

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of an oxide in an oxygen
potential gradient with non-planar surface at the low-pO2

side. Φ(y, t) is the amplitude of the disturbance of the
planar surface.
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assumed to have a non-planar structure. The corresponding

three-dimensional diffusion problem can be solved by means

of a linear stability analysis, where it is assumed that the

perturbation of the planar surface is small, i.e. Φ/L << 1. Then

it can be shown that each Fourier component Φ(k,t) of a dis-

turbance Φ(y,t) of the planar surface grows or decays in time

following an exponential growth law, 

Φ(k,t) = Φ(k,0)·exp(-r(k)·t). (10) 

Here k = 2π/λ is the wavevector corresponding to the

wavelength λ of the disturbance and r(k) is the growth rate.

Fig. 6 shows the growth rates r(k) for the low- and the

high-pO2 sides of the oxide. At the low-pO2 side the growth

rate, r(k), is positive for all wave vectors, k. Thus all Fourier-

components Φ(k,t) grow exponentially with time, which means

that the planar crystal surface at the low-pO2 side (reduction)

is morphologically unstable. In contrast, the growth rate at

the high-pO2 side is always positive, i.e. this planar surface

is morphologically stable. If now the stabilizing effect of the

surface tension is taking into account the dispersion of the

growth rate at the low-pO2 side changes. One recognizes that

for σ ≠ 0 a region exists where p(k) vecomes negative. In this

region with k > k0~σ-1/2 the planar surface morphologically

stable due to the surface tension, σ. Instabilities appear

only in a region 0 < k < k0 where the growth rate, r, has a

maximum at rmax = r0/ . Since the Fouriercomponent of a

disturbance with wave vector rmax has the largest growth rate,

it will dominate after some time, an the initially plaanar

surface should transform to a nonplanar surface with a typical

dimension λmax = 2π/kmax.

Figs. 7 and 8 show typical experimental results that were

obtained for a single crystal of Co1-δO exposed to an oxygen

potential gradient. In Fig. 7 the initial stage of the instabilities

can be seen. Indentations in the form of pyramids have formed

within the initially planar surface, presumably at points were

dislocations push through the surface resulting in an increased

probability for the for mation of holes.

Starting from these “nuclei” a nearly regular new structure

with a strong anisotropy forms after a longer diffusion time.

Fig. 8(a) shows an overview and Fig. 8(b) an enlarged section.

The typical dimension of the new non-planar structure in

Fig. 8 is about 20 µm. If the wavelength, λmax, according to

Fig. 6 is calculated with a typical surface tension, σ = 1 Jm-2

one obtains λmax ≈ 10 µm. Thus it seems to be possible to pre-

dict the typical wavelength of the non-planar surface with the

help of the linear stability analysis and the surface tension. The

actual morphology depends, however, on the anisotropy of

the surface tension and can be treated theoretically by

means of Monte Carlo simulations.30)

An additional degradation effect is due to the presence of

pores inside the oxide that is exposed to an oxygen potential

gradient. If we assume that the pores contain a small amount

of oxygen gas, they will form a short-circuit for oxygen, diffusing

either through the gas phase or along the pore surface. This

means that the reactions in Eq. (1) which were originally

formulated for the two crystal surfaces (Fig. 1) can take place

at the pore surfaces as well. However, we must now consider

that the pore is a negative crystal, i.e. the oxidation reaction

in Eq. (1) will take place at the pore surface that is pointing

to the external low-pO2 side and the reduction reaction in Eq.

(1) will take place at the opposite side of the pore surface. As a

consequence the pore will drift to the high oxygen potential side.

3

Fig. 6. Growth rates r(k) of a disturbance of the planar surface
at the low-pO2 side (for vanishing surface tension,
σ = 0, solid line and for σ = 1 J m-2, dashed line) and
at the high-p

O2
 side (dash-dot line).

Fig. 7. Unstable surface at the low-pO2 side of a CoO single
crystal in an oxygen potential gradient (T = 1200oC,
p
O2

(low) = 5·10-5 bar, p
O2

(high) = 0.21 bar, t = 5 h).

Fig. 8. Unstable surface at the low-p
O2

 side of a CoO single
crystal in an oxygen potential gradient (T = 1200oC,
p
O2

(low) = 5·10-5 bar, p
O2

(high) = 0.21 bar, t = 30 h).
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Assuming for the sake of simplicity a spherical pore the corre-

sponding diffusion problem can be solved30) and the pore

velocity can be calculated. The pore velocity is independent

of the pore radius, i.e. there is no coalescence of pores due to

a size-dependent pore velocity as observed e.g. during pore

migration in a temperature gradient.31) The calculation shows

also that the pore velocity is three times larger than the velocity

of the crystal surfaces, vpore = 3·vsurface. Thus pores should reach

the high-pO2 side of the oxide after some time destroying the

(morphologically stable) planar surface. An example is shown

in Fig. 9. Closer inspection of the pores in Fig. 9 shows that

their internal surfaces exhibit similar morphologies as the

oxide surfaces. The internal surface where the oxidation reaction

(Eq. (1) takes place is morphologically stable, while the opposite

internal surface where the reduction reaction takes place is

unstable.

5. Summary

We have discussed three types of degradation mechanisms

for oxides exposed to an oxygen potential gradient, kinetic

demixing, kinetic decomposition, and morphological instabilities,

all of which are of great significance for the application of materi-

als. For the cation demixing in a solid solution of homovalent

oxides, (A1-xBx)O, we have reviewed the formal analysis of the

transport problem. As expected the faster cation is enriched

at the high-pO2 side. In contrast, the demixing behavior in

heterovalently doped oxides is determined by the formation of

dopant-vacancy pairs. For strong binding the dopant is enriched

at the low-pO2 side. Finally, we have discussed morphological

instabilities of the oxide surfaces and the motion of pores. While

a planar surface at the high-pO2 side is morphologically stable

a planar surface at the low-pO2 side is unstable and develops

a non-planar structure. Pores in the oxide move drift towards

the high-pO2 side with a velocity that is three times faster

than the surface velocity.
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